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Getting the books bound by a promise by diana palmer now
is not type of inspiring means. You could not only going bearing
in mind books accretion or library or borrowing from your
connections to read them. This is an completely simple means
to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online
pronouncement bound by a promise by diana palmer can be
one of the options to accompany you when having additional
time.
It will not waste your time. understand me, the e-book will
categorically tell you new matter to read. Just invest little period
to entry this on-line notice bound by a promise by diana
palmer as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.
Dec 25, 2003 · Bound by a Promise. by. Diana Palmer. 3.93 ·
Rating details · 528 ratings · 24 reviews. The "New York Times"
bestselling author deliverd four of her classic, earlier works.
Kathryn and Garet had met once before, but a strange … Bound
by a Promise (Reader\'s Choice) - Kindle edition by Palmer,
Diana. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and
highlighting while reading Bound by a Promise (Reader\'s
Choice). Item Weight ? : ? 5 ounces. Best Sellers Rank:
#3,943,427 in Books ( See Top 100 in Books) #225,466 in
Contemporary Romance (Books) Customer Reviews: 4.5 out of
5 stars. 72 ratings. Start reading Bound by a Promise
(Reader\'s Choice) on your Kindle in under a minute . Garet
Cambridge was the most compelling man Kathryn Summers
had ever met. Tall, dark, commanding...and now blinded by a
twist of fate. Kathryn was torn by regret and guilt for she had
caused the unavoidable accident that had cost him his sight.
She vowed to repay her debt to him and spent endless hours of
work as his assistant. Kathryn knew if Garet discovered the
truth, … Bound by a promise Item Preview remove-circle Share
or Embed This Item. Share to Twitter. ... Bound by a promise by
Palmer, Diana. Publication date 1979 Topics Romance fiction,
... 14 day loan required to access EPUB and PDF files. IN
COLLECTIONS. Books to Borrow. Bound by a Promise PDF
book by Diana Palmer Read Online or Free Download in ePUB,
PDF or MOBI eBooks. Published in 1979 the book become
immediate popular and critical acclaim in fiction, Historical
books. Suggested PDF: Bound by Honor Bound by Love pdf .
Bound by a Promise PDF Details. Author: Diana Palmer: [PDF]
Bound by a Promise | by ¹ Diana Palmer - Bound by a Promise,
Bound by a Promise The New York Times bestselling author
deliverd four of her classic earlier works Kathryn and Garet had
met once before but a strange accident brings them together
again Reissue. morally devastating\' UK foreign aid cuts will kill
thousands. Home; Jun 24, 2021 · Bound by a Promise by Diana
Palmer, 1979, silhouette edition, in English It looks like you\'re
offline. ... But she was bound by a promise...and bound by love.
Read more. Read less. Subjects Fiction, Man-woman
relationships, Secretaries, Businessmen, Blindness, Revenge,
Home & Family, Romance, Fiction, romance, general. Read
more. Read less ...
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author: diana palmer | submitted by: maria garcia | 186 views | view
chapter list | add a review
bound by a promise pdf book by diana palmer read online or free
download in epub, pdf or mobi ebooks. published in 1979 the book
become immediate popular and critical acclaim in fiction, historical
books.
suggested pdf: bound by honor bound by love pdf
bound by a promise pdf detailsauthor: diana palmerbook format:
paperbackoriginal title: bound by a promisenumber of pages: 213
pagesfirst published in: 1979latest edition: 1979language:
englishgenres: fiction, formats: audible mp3, epub(android), kindle, and
audiobook.
bound by a promise is a beautiful novel written by the famous author
diana palmer. the book is perfect for those who wants to read historical,
books. the book was first published in 1979 and the latest edition of the
book was published in 1979 which eliminates all the known issues and
printing errors.
feel free to read, download and share this book/novel with your known
ones, and please tell us how you liked most about this book in
comments
bound by a promise read online
please refresh (ctrl + f5) the page if you are unable to click on view or
download buttons
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bound by a promise bound by a promise ×close donate this book to the
internet archive library. ×close
hooray! you've discovered a title that's missing from our library. can
you help donate a copy?
1. if you own this book, you can mail it to our address below.
2. you can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to
our address:
internet archive open library book donations 300 funston avenue san
francisco, ca 94118
better world books
amazon
more
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when you buy books using these links the internet archive may earn a
small commission.
benefits of donating
when you donate a physical book to the internet archive, your book will
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beautiful high-fidelity digitization
long-term archival preservation
free controlled digital library access by the print-disabled and
public†
open library is a project of the internet archive, a 501(c)(3) non-profit
borrow listen preview preview book ×close
see more about this book on archive.org
want to read

1 2 3 4 5 clear my rating
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library.link
worldcat
buy this book
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amazon
more
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when you buy books using these links the internet archive may earn a
small commission.
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facebook
twitter
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last edited by eagleone3860 june 24, 2021 | history edit an edition of
bound by a promise (1979) bound by a promise edit bound by a
promise by diana palmer
??? ? 3.71 ·
7 ratings
36 want to read
2 currently reading
18 have read
overview
view 4 editions
details
reviews
lists
related books
publish date 1979 publisher silhouette language english pages 248
previews available in: english
garet cambridge was the most compelling man kathryn summers had
ever met. tall, dark, commanding...and now blinded by a twist of fate.
kathryn was torn by regret and guilt for she had caused the
unavoidable accident that had cost him his sight. she vowed to repay
her debt to him and spent endless hours of work as his assistant.
kathryn knew if garet discovered the truth, she'd lose him forever. but
she was bound by a promise...and bound by love.
read more
read less
subjects fiction, man-woman relationships, secretaries, businessmen,
blindness, revenge, home & family, romance, fiction, romance, general
places georgia
showing 4 featured editions. view all 4 editions?
edition availability 1 bound by a promise 2009, silhouette electronic
resource in english 1426842341 9781426842344 zzzz
not in library
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libraries near you: worldcat 2 bound by a promise 2004, silhouette
books in english 0373512813 9780373512812 zzzz
not in library
libraries near you: worldcat 3 bound by a promise march 1985, omega
pub services ltd paperback 0875722210 9780875722214 zzzz
not in library
libraries near you: worldcat 4 bound by a promise 1979, silhouette in
english 037363188x 9780373631889 aaaa
borrow listen
libraries near you: worldcat
add another edition?
book details id numbers open library ol7418516m internet archive
boundbypromise00dian isbn 10 037363188x isbn 13 9780373631889
library thing 213531 community reviews (0) feedback? no community
reviews have been submitted for this work. + log in to add your
community review lists containing this book

read later from ramybs
more than one from virtualname
read from aruna vasa
loading related books history
created april 29, 2008
9 revisions
download catalog record: rdf / json / opds | wikipedia citation wikipedia
citation ×close
copy and paste this code into your wikipedia page. need help?
{{cite book |title = bound by a promise |publication-date = 1979 |ol =
7418516m |url = archive.org/details/boundbypromise00dian |isbn =
9780373631889 |publisher = silhouette |author = diana palmer }} june
24, 2021 edited by eagleone3860 edited without comment. august 20,
2020 edited by importbot import existing book april 8, 2018 edited by
importbot import new book april 8, 2013 edited by anand chitipothu
undo merge authors april 29, 2008 created by an anonymous user
imported from amazon.com record.
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get textbooks on google play
rent and save from the world's largest ebookstore. read, highlight, and
take notes, across web, tablet, and phone.
go to google play now »
bound by a promisediana palmerharlequin enterprises 0 reviews
garet cambridge was the most compelling man kathryn summers had
ever met. tall, dark, commanding...and now blinded by a twist of fate.
kathryn was torn by regret and guilt for she had caused the
unavoidable accident that had cost him his sight. she vowed to repay
her debt to him and spent endless hours of work as his assistant.
kathryn knew if garet discovered the truth, she'd lose him forever. but
she was bound by a promise...and bound by love.
what people are saying - write a reviewwe haven't found any reviews in
the usual places.bibliographic informationtitlebound by a
promiseauthordiana palmerpublisherharlequin
enterprises&nbsp&nbspexport citationbibtex endnote refmanabout
google books - privacy policy - terms of service - information for
publishers - report an issue - help - google home
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july 8, 2009
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summary
her secret could destroy their love!
garet cambridge was the most compelling man kathryn summers had
ever met. tall, dark, commanding…and now blinded by a twist of fate.
kathryn was torn by regret and guilt for she had caused the
unavoidable accident that had cost him his sight. she vowed to repay
her debt to him and spent endless hours of work as his assistant.
kathryn knew if garet discovered the truth, she’d lose him forever.
but she was bound by a promise…and bound by love.
originally published under macfadden romance #250 in 1980 and
reissues january 2004 by silhouette in mass market paperback.

search newsletter privacy statement
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diana palmer is giving away a vintage diana palmer novel. note: book
cover shown may not be the prize book.
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follow me on facebookdiana palmer
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classic, earlier works that have been out of print for many years.
kathryn and garet had met once before, but a strange and unavoidable
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goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. start by
marking “bound by a promise” as want to read: want to read saving…
want to read
currently reading
read
other editions enlarge cover want to read saving… error rating book.
refresh and try again. rate this book clear rating 1 of 5 stars2 of 5
stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars open preview see a problem?
we’d love your help. let us know what’s wrong with this preview of
bound by a promise by diana palmer. problem: it’s the wrong book it’s
the wrong edition other
details (if other): cancel
thanks for telling us about the problem.
return to book page not the book you’re looking for? preview — bound
by a promise by diana palmer bound by a promise by diana palmer
3.93 · rating details · 533 ratings · 24 reviews the "new york times"
bestselling author deliverd four of her classic, earlier works. kathryn
and garet had met once before, but a strange accident brings them
together again. reissue. the "new york times" bestselling author
deliverd four of her classic, earlier works. kathryn and garet had met
once before, but a strange accident brings them together again.
reissue. ...more get a copy
kindle store $1.99
amazon
stores ?audible
barnes & noble
walmart ebooks
apple books
google play
abebooks
book depository
alibris
indigo
better world books
indiebound
thriftbooks
libraries
paperback, 256 pages published december 25th 2003 by silhouette
reader's choice (first published 1979) more details... original title bound
by a promise isbn 0373512813 (isbn13: 9780373512812) edition
language english characters garet cambridge, kathryn summers other
editions (10)

all editions | add a new edition | combine ...less detail edit details friend
reviews to see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up.
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reader q&a to ask other readers questions about bound by a promise,
please sign up.
be the first to ask a question about bound by a promise
lists with this book romance novels where the heroine falls in love first
131 books — 48 voters
more lists with this book... community reviews showing 1-30 average
rating 3.93 · rating details · 533 ratings · 24 reviews
all languagesenglish ?(22) more filters | sort order start your review of
bound by a promisewrite a review may 30, 2016 aayesha rated it liked
it · review of another edition sweet love story, not enough anguish as
in other dp books, and a bit too much of lame-ness and ott writing and
ott dialogues by the supposedly alpha male. also, mood swings of said
alpha weren&apos;t rational or triggered, it seemed like they were
written in just to show that he is supposed to be moody, if you get what
i mean.
heroine was okay, the ending was anti-climactic.
but, it is still a diana palmer, which means it was enjoyable. i will love
dp always <3 sweet love story, not enough anguish as in other dp
books, and a bit too much of lame-ness and ott writing and ott
dialogues by the supposedly alpha male. also, mood swings of said
alpha weren't rational or triggered, it seemed like they were written in
just to show that he is supposed to be moody, if you get what i mean.
heroine was okay, the ending was anti-climactic.
but, it is still a diana palmer, which means it was enjoyable. i will love
dp always <3 ...more flag 10 likes · like · see review view 2 comments
nov 11, 2018 cheesecake rated it liked it this review has been hidden
because it contains spoilers. to view it, click here. i was attracted to
reading this one because i mistook it at first as a dp book i had already
read;
undaunted
so i feel compelled to read this one and compare. stands to reason that
such a proliferate author would &apos;redo&apos; the odd book now
and then...
welp, here we go...
yes it is totally the same story but 100 pages shorter and therefore a
heck of a lot less angsty.
there&apos;s still these similarities;
1. jerky older (15 years or so) h (ceo of airplane company) with anger
management issues
2. h accidental i was attracted to reading this one because i mistook it
at first as a dp book i had already read;
undaunted
so i feel compelled to read this one and compare. stands to reason that
such a proliferate author would 'redo' the odd book now and then...
welp, here we go...
yes it is totally the same story but 100 pages shorter and therefore a
heck of a lot less angsty.
there's still these similarities;
1. jerky older (15 years or so) h (ceo of airplane company) with anger
management issues
2. h accidentally hits h with boat
3. h suffers blindness and amnesia
4. h ends up working and living in h's house where they fall in love
5. there is a grasping ow the h uses to make the h jealous (cause that's
sure to work in his favor...)
6. a big reveal when blindness and amnesia are cured and h suffers
from h's poor anger management
7. hea
but;
there are a lot less repercussions to the part where he learns who katie
really is, and no sex, so no secret baby.
things that might piss you off; (view spoiler)[
she leaves after hitting him with the boat. she does see him pull himself
onto the dock and there are people helping him, but still it was uncool!
yet it's intrinsic to the story i guess. both books are pretty similar with
this part.
garret does push her down the front steps. the author tries to make it
sound like an accident, but he had her in his grip on the steps and
pushes her away... sounds like he pushed her down the stairs to me.
still, this is waaaaayyyy less awful than what connor did to emma in
undaunted. (hide spoiler)]
ow safety is good; (view spoiler)[he just brings in the ow to make her
jealous but doesn't do anything with her and calls her his ex-fiancee
despite the ow trying to wheedle her way back into his good graces.
she is of course, a virgin. no sex, but they are in lurve at the end and
plan to marry first. it was a good ending imho (hide spoiler)] ...more flag
7 likes · like · see review mar 02, 2012 kay rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: ebooks when kate&apos;s fiance
brutally drops her because she&apos;s not wealthy like he thought, she
takes a job as secretary for a romance author. garet made it to the top
in aeronautics because of his talent as a pilot and an engineer and his
ruthless approach to business. kate sees her boss&apos; neighbour as
arrogant with his nose in the air, and garet see the wisp of a girl as a
spoiled brat determined to have her way. a tragic accident leaves garet
blind and bitter, and throws kate into his world. only kate kn when
kate's fiance brutally drops her because she's not wealthy like he
thought, she takes a job as secretary for a romance author. garet made
it to the top in aeronautics because of his talent as a pilot and an
engineer and his ruthless approach to business. kate sees her boss'
neighbour as arrogant with his nose in the air, and garet see the wisp
of a girl as a spoiled brat determined to have her way. a tragic accident
leaves garet blind and bitter, and throws kate into his world. only kate
knows the truth of the accident and she's living on the edge until the
day garet remembers her and what she did. awesome! another treat
from ms. palmer! ...more flag 3 likes · like · see review view 1
comment dec 04, 2015 jenny rated it really liked it shelves: heroine-iadore great love story i enjoyed the angst! flag 3 likes · like · see
review sep 21, 2012 willaful marked it as dnf · review of another
edition shelves: story-novella-or-anthology, special-needs-visionimpaired, heroines-behaving-badly, snoozeville i might have been able
to get past the heroine&apos;s immoral behavior -- though maybe not,
since i loved kirsty maccoll and crazed motorboaters are a sore spot -but the book was just plain boring. and i&apos;d bet a million bucks he
gets his eyesight back at the end, too. i might have been able to get
past the heroine's immoral behavior -- though maybe not, since i loved
kirsty maccoll and crazed motorboaters are a sore spot -- but the book
was just plain boring. and i'd bet a million bucks he gets his eyesight
back at the end, too. ...more flag 2 likes · like · see review view 2
comments jan 12, 2021 jac k rated it liked it shelves: d-palmer, jerkalert, wimpy-h 3 “garet not garrett” stars
bound by a promise was released in 1979, and tells the story of kathryn
summers and garet cambridge. i can’t remember when i read this, but
when i pulled out undaunted… i thought, “i’ve read this before.” after
some research i found bound by a promise which is shorter with
different characters, but the bones are the same. she basically
rebooted a previous standalone with 150 more pages, a long, tall,
texans connection, and the standard l,lt ingredients. simply put, un 3
“garet not garrett” stars
bound by a promise was released in 1979, and tells the story of kathryn
summers and garet cambridge. i can’t remember when i read this, but
when i pulled out undaunted… i thought, “i’ve read this before.” after
some research i found bound by a promise which is shorter with
different characters, but the bones are the same. she basically
rebooted a previous standalone with 150 more pages, a long, tall,
texans connection, and the standard l,lt ingredients. simply put,
undaunted’s connor sinclair is a bigger ass, and emma copeland is
less attractive with a more depressing backstory.
the book opens with kate reflecting on how garet chewed her ass for
speeding her (boss’s) speedboat in the lake recklessly. she's sad
because of her ex, so she decides to hit the water, open the throttle,
and close her eyes. ???? she runs over garet then takes off when he
makes it to shore.
i’m not going to lie; kate might be tough to take. most of us expect our
h’s to be better than this… and smarter. she does feel bad, but decides
she doesn’t want to go to jail, so she pretends they don’t know each
other when she realizes he has amnesia.
bottom line- it’s very repetitive to read both books, because they are
so similar. this is the lighter/clean version. garet isn’t that big of a jerk,
kate’s not as annoying, and the ow is tamer. * there's one part where
he's holding her and pushes her away and she falls down the stairs. i
don't think he meant for her to fall down the stairs, but you can't really
call it an accident either. kind of like her running him over, she didn't
mean to run him over, but you can't really call it an accident while
speeding with eyes closed. **undaunted is much longer, way more ott
with more angst/drama. ...more flag 1 like · like · see review may 20,
2013 amanda s. rated it liked it shelves: author-diana-palmer, favorite
wow. i need more.
after being dumped by his stupid fiancé, kate went work with maude.
that&apos;s where she got an accident that left garett, handsome
billionaire, blind. feeling terribly guilty, she worked as his assistant
without him knowing that she&apos;s the one who made him blind.
now it&apos;s a matter of time for garett to find out who she is..
i kinda like it. i expecting more, actually. when garett find out eventually
about her, i expect him furious and hurt her. and yes he did. but the
apology, defi wow. i need more.
after being dumped by his stupid fiancé, kate went work with maude.
that's where she got an accident that left garett, handsome billionaire,
blind. feeling terribly guilty, she worked as his assistant without him
knowing that she's the one who made him blind. now it's a matter of
time for garett to find out who she is..
i kinda like it. i expecting more, actually. when garett find out eventually
about her, i expect him furious and hurt her. and yes he did. but the
apology, definitely need more. could've been better.
and i imagine kate hurt, or at least broke her elbow but no. argh, i need
more. ...more flag 1 like · like · see review jan 08, 2020 kathy lightner
rated it it was ok this almost a duplicate of undaunted. she changed the
names and the story a little. i was very disappointed and upset. this
was a waste of money. flag 1 like · like · see review nov 07, 2012 lady
rated it did not like it shelves: worst-stories-ever he hits her. need i say
more. flag 1 like · like · see review aug 24, 2018 komal rated it did not
like it i stopped reading after he lost his sight. first, kate is too whiny
and second, i felt that the plot was thin with ott dialogues.. flag 1
like · like · see review jun 03, 2018 barbara tanner rated it liked it ·
review of another edition meh. but i can’t stop reading these.
maybe it’s nostalgia. these books are a way to pass the time while
travelling; a sense of security. this was one of her decent ones, when
she was trying to emulate the greats like margaret way. flag like · see
review jan 15, 2019 nancy tamez rated it it was amazing · review of
another edition sweet
i loved this short story of a tyrant and a young innocent
falling in love! i love this sits books! flag like · see review jan 06, 2018
evelyn prodger rated it it was ok very dated and not the standard i
expect. flag like · see review sep 09, 2011 alexis-morgan roark rated it
liked it recommended to alexis-morgan by: alexisroark@sbcglobal.net
shelves: kindle, temporary-blindness, virgins, library why or why do i do
this to myself? oh, that&apos;s right...diana palmer is my new guilty
pleasure. ok. well...why do these women put up with these men? ok.
there is that, but-well, she did cause his temporary blindness.
i have to remember to not think so much. just enjoy the sheer
predicatble, nerve-racking, jaw-clenching, alpha-male jerk, nonsense
that is diana palmer.
so...on to dream&apos;s end. i know. i need help. why or why do i do
this to myself? oh, that's right...diana palmer is my new guilty pleasure.
ok. well...why do these women put up with these men? ok. there is that,
but-well, she did cause his temporary blindness.
i have to remember to not think so much. just enjoy the sheer
predicatble, nerve-racking, jaw-clenching, alpha-male jerk, nonsense
that is diana palmer.
so...on to dream's end. i know. i need help. ...more flag 4 likes · like
· see review aug 15, 2012 sandra gonzalez rated it really liked it argh!
(view spoiler)[ no sex. i would&apos;ve given a 5 if it had been included
even if it had been one of your closed door ones. darn you, palmer. oh,
and i didn&apos;t like her not &apos;fessing&apos; up right away. (hide
spoiler)]
other than that, i appreciated this typical palmer&apos;s older, tough
guy meets innocent, young woman story. argh! (view spoiler)[ no sex. i
would've given a 5 if it had been included even if it had been one of
your closed door ones. darn you, palmer. oh, and i didn't like her not
'fessing' up right away. (hide spoiler)]
other than that, i appreciated this typical palmer's older, tough guy
meets innocent, young woman story. ...more flag like · see review jan
29, 2014 anya rated it it was ok shelves: romance what a slog. i find
the heroine a whiny, self pittying little girl. the hero has the potential to
be interesting but shows know depth or development and is carved in
stone as word chiselled is used to describe his mouth at least 3 times.
the whole thing feels contrived and skeletal. flag like · see review nov
25, 2011 nadine rated it it was amazing shelves: diana-palmer i simply
loved this book. i even shed a couple of tears close to the end when all
the secrets are out in the open. a wonderful read to all romance
lovers..!! flag like · see review sep 17, 2016 janet rated it liked it garet
becomes blinded by an accident caused by kathryn but she could lose
him when he regains his sight because she falls in love with him but
will he feel the same when he see her. flag like · see review apr 21,
2011 sarah rated it really liked it · review of another edition the more
and more i read ... the more and more these books become quite
repetitive.
asshole male.
too young female.
someone gets injured.
repeat ad nauseum. flag like · see review feb 22, 2012 krita rated it it
was ok shelves: ebooks sooo formulaic. older guy with lots of money,
young innocent smart mouthed girl who loves him and will do anything
for him. flag like · see review feb 14, 2015 spinneretta rated it really
liked it another older book of palmer&apos;s. good. another older book
of palmer's. good. ...more flag like · see review aug 12, 2012 mirella
rated it liked it shelves: romance, no-brainers it would have been 4
stars if i had liked kate more :/ garret was one of diana palmer&apos;s
best leading man ever, if only his love interest were stronger i think :( it
would have been 4 stars if i had liked kate more :/ garret was one of
diana palmer's best leading man ever, if only his love interest were
stronger i think :( ...more flag like · see review l j rated it liked it
nov 17, 2014 tina miller rated it liked it
feb 27, 2018 dawn rated it really liked it
nov 01, 2009 moe.tink.03 rated it it was amazing
apr 06, 2016 mackenzie rated it really liked it
oct 17, 2016 misty oliver rated it really liked it
oct 26, 2010 maggie rated it really liked it
aug 29, 2017 marcela andrade rated it liked it
jan 05, 2022 « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 … next » new topicdiscuss
this book there are no discussion topics on this book yet. be the first to
start one » share recommend it | stats | recent status updates
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see similar books… genres romance 25 users romance > contemporary
romance 8 users contemporary 4 users category romance > harlequin
3 users fiction 2 users see top shelves… about diana palmer diana
palmer 2,768 followers librarian note: there is more than one author in
the goodreads database with this name.
diana palmer is a pseudonym for author susan kyle.
(1)romance author
susan eloise spaeth was born on 11 december 1946 in cuthbert,
georgia, usa. she was the eldest daughter of maggie eloise cliatt, a
nurse and also journalist, and william olin spaeth, a college professor.
her mother was part of the women&apos;s libera librarian note: there is
more than one author in the goodreads database with this name.
diana palmer is a pseudonym for author susan kyle.
(1)romance author
susan eloise spaeth was born on 11 december 1946 in cuthbert,
georgia, usa. she was the eldest daughter of maggie eloise cliatt, a
nurse and also journalist, and william olin spaeth, a college professor.
her mother was part of the women's liberation movement many years
before it became fashionable. her best friends are her mother and her
sister, dannis spaeth (cole), who now has two daughters, amanda belle
hofstetter and maggie and lives in utah. susan grew up reading zane
grey and fell in love with cowboys. susan is a former newspaper
reporter, with sixteen years experience on both daily and weekly
newspapers. since 1972, she has been married to james kyle and have
since settled down in cornelia, georgia, where she started to write
romance novels. susan and her husband have one son, blayne
edward, born in 1980.
she began selling romances in 1979 as diana palmer. she also used
the pseudonyms diana blayne and katy currie, and her married name:
susan kyle. now, she has over 40 million copies of her books in print,
which have been translated and published around the world. she is
listed in numerous publications, including contemporary authors by
gale research, inc., twentieth century romance and historical writers by
st. james press, the writers directory by st. james press, the
international who's who of authors and writers by meirose press, ltd.,
and love's leading ladies by kathryn falk. her awards include seven
waldenbooks national sales awards, four b. dalton national sales
awards, two bookrak national sales awards, a lifetime achievement
award for series storytelling from romantic times, several affaire de
coeur awards, and two regional rwa awards.
inspired by her husband, who quit a blue-collar manufacturing job to
return to school and get his diploma in computer programming, susan
herself went back to college as a day student at the age of 45. in 1995,
she graduated summa cum laude from piedmont college, demorest,
ga, with a major in history and a double minor in archaeology and
spanish. she was named to two honor societies (the torch club and
alpha chi), and was named to the national dean's list. in addition to her
writing projects, she is currently working on her master's degree in
history at california state university. she hopes to specialize in native
american studies. she is a member of the native american rights fund,
the american museum of natural history, the national cattlemen's
association, the archaeological institute of amenca, the planetary
society, the georgia conservancy, the georgia sheriff's association, and
numerous conservation and charitable organizations. her hobbies
include gardening, archaeology, anthropology, iguanas, astronomy and
music.
in 1998, her husband retired from his own computer business and now
pursues skeet shooting medals in local, state, national and
international competition. they love riding around and looking at the
countryside, watching sci-fi on tv and at the movies, just talking and
eating out. ...more books by diana palmer more… related articlesthe
best romance books of march do you know who you'll be falling in love
with this month? we've got suggestions… every month, our team takes
a look at the new romance books...read more...15 likes · 4 comments
trivia about bound by a promise no trivia or quizzes yet. add some now
» quotes from bound by a promise “i want a son with you,” he said
huskily. “i want a houseful of children.”
her eyes sketched his face. “dark-haired little boys with green eyes….”
he crushed her mouth under his, roughly, hungrily, possessively.
“don’t tempt me,” he said tightly. “i want you like hell.”
“i wouldn’t stop you,” she said softly. “anything you want, garet.
anything.” — 4 likes more quotes…
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